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Introduction 

One of the fundamental features of resource control is the unhindered 

access to control one’s economics potentials. However, in Nigeria, 

resource control is a vex issue as the federal government has total control 

of the country’s resources. This is made possible because the Nigerian 

government promulgated laws to control the land and mineral resources. 

These laws included the petroleum Act of No51 of 1969 and the land use 

decree of 1978. These laws as they were robbed the people of the Niger 

Delta and indeed the Nembe people of their right over the control of their 

resources. 

 

After the second world war, nationalist emerged in Nigeria as did in other 

parts of Africa. They included Nnamdi Azikiwe, Michael Okpara, 

Obafemi Awolowo, Anthony Inaworo, Tafawa Belewa, Ahmadu Bello, 

Samuel Akintola, Ita Eyo, Ernest Ekoli, Herbert Macaulay, etc.  

 

These leaders using divergent methodologies but non-violence opposed 

the hegemony of colonial administration and requested for independence. 
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At the threshold of independence, the Ijaw and other Niger Deltans 

anticipated oppression and repression in the hands of the major ethnic 

groups in an independent Nigeria. Consequently, a delegation led by 

Harold Dappa Biriye was sent to the London constitutional conference of 

1958 to discuss the fears and anxieties of the Ijaws. Henry Willink whose 

commission was mandated to look into the fears of the minorities of 

Southern Nigeria reported that the territory of the Niger Delta was “poor, 

backward and neglected”. The commission thus advised the in-coming 

Nigerian government to declare the Niger Delta a “Special Region”. Thus 

at independence the Niger Delta Basin Development Authority was 

created to look into and tackle the developmental aspirations of the Niger 

Delta Region. Other bodies followed due largely to the ineffectiveness and 

the politicization of the Basin Authorities. 

 

Again, at independence, on the 23rd of February 1966 Isaac Adaka Boro 

and his Cohort declared the Niger Delta Peoples Republic. The Federal 

Government of Nigeria reacted swiftly to this declaration and 

proclamation. Isaac Boro and his colleagues were arrested after 

someskirmishes and battles. He was tried and sentenced to death for 

treason on July 21st 1966. However, the death sentence was commuted to 

life imprisonment in May, 1967. Although the government of Yakubu 

Gowon granted amnesty to Boro and his colleagues in August, 1967, he 

died while fighting for the federal side during the Nigerian civil war. 

 

Be that as it may, and going on an historical excursion, it is crystal clear 

that these nationalist and/or agitations are only acting on the template that 

was already established by the progenitors of the Niger delta struggles 

and indeed the Ijaw struggle. 

 

From the mid 19th century, the political leaders of the Niger delta region 

such as the Obi of Aboh, Jaja of Opobo, Amayanabo of Bonny, Nana of 

Itsekiri and of cause King Koko, Amayanabo of Nembe fought wars to 
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protect and preserve their economic, social, political and environmental 

order and heritage. 

 

These were the trail blazers and “fore-runner” of not only of resource 

control but core nationalist.  

 

It is thus as a result of the foregoing and the significant role King Koko 

played in the annals of Ijaw history in trying to preserve the economy of 

his people and as the first Ijaw man in the Central Niger Delta to lay down 

his life for resource control necessitated and informed the discourse of this 

paper. 

 

This paper will therefore briefly examine the Nembe-Ijaw sub ethnic 

nationality, the Nembe-British war (also called the Akassa Youmi), 

Implication for resource  control, yesterday,  today and conclusion. 

 

The Nembe-Ijaw Sub-Ethnic Nationality 

The Nembe people occupy the present Nembe and Brass Local 

Government Area of Bayelsa state.The origin of the name Nembe has 

three connotations. Firstly, Nembe may be derived from Nembe Kon. 

Nembe kon was the most advanced traditional fishing method which 

seemed to be very peculiar with the people of the area. This method of 

fishing is called screen or Billai whose materials are constructed out of the 

hard bark of the raffia bamboo and locally produced ropes. Secondly, the 

word Nembe also refers to a people and the name of the Ijaw dialect 

spoken by the Nembe people designated as Nembe Bibi, and thirdly, 

Nembe was also the name of the third Amayanabo of Nembe Kingdom. 

 

The history of Nembe suggest that different set of people settled in the 

area at different times before this era. The earliest settlers in this area were 

Opubigabiri and Kalabigambiri, followed by Obolo, Olodia and Onyo and 

finally the Iselema or Warri migrants. 
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Nembe was one of the prominent city-states of the Niger Delta in pre-

colonial period. The city-state became important when it engaged the 

Royal Niger Company in what has become known in scholarly circle as 

the Akassa war of 1895. Apart from the metropolitan Nembe town, there 

are other towns of equal importance. They are Tuwon, Okpoama, 

Odioma, Fantua and Ewoama. Other communities’ constitutes 

themselvesinto clans. Such clans include OKoroma Clan, Tereke Clan, 

Oluasiri Clan, Mini/Ikensi clan and so on. 

 

Nembe is the landlord of the single largest oil field in Nigeria located at 

Nembe creek and its product is considered to be the best and its 

commonly referred to as Bonny light in the international crude oil market. 

 

In the social front, the Nembe people are well known for their hospitality. 

The rich culture of the Nembe people include a unique form of traditional 

outfit, masquerade displays, war-canoe regatta display, women dance 

groups, the famous Iworoko dance, ancient monuments and mausoleums 

characterized the Nembe people. 

 

The Nembe-British War of 1895: Historical Reflection 

The prevailing economic situation in Britain and the Americas in the 17th 

century occasioned by the Industrial Revolution necessitated a change in 

the product of international trade at the period. In this dispensation the 

trade in slave became obsolete and irrelevant to British economy and was 

subsequently outlawed. In it place, a new trade gradually emerged. This 

was the legitimate trade whose main products were palm and its allied 

agricultural products. 

 

The chief product in this emerging trade was palm oil. Before 1856 Bonny 

was in the fore-front of the palm oil trade, although Brass was closer to the 

chief palm oil producing centre at Aboh, but from 1856, Brass became a 

prominent centre in palm oil trade. 
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The active participation of the Brass people in this trade is worthy of note. 

Studies had shown that it was the astute business minded people of the 

area during trading transactions between the Nembe-Ijaw and the 

European traders that brought about the nickname, Brass. 

 

The position of Brass in the palm oil trade continued to rise until 1879 

when George Taubman Goldie, a young Engineer of the British Royal 

Navy conceived of building a formidable British organization in the Niger 

Delta. Goldie’s ambition was pure and simple - an empire builder. His 

ambition was not limited to commercial interest. He formed the National 

African Company which later obtained a charter in 1886 and changed to 

the Royal Niger Company. 

 

The Royal Niger Company took firm measures to protect its interest by 

enacting stringent regulations to control the trade within its area of 

jurisdiction. The regulations prescribed sundry fees as licenses to be paid 

before any “outsiders” could be allowed to trade in the area. Fees were 

stipulated for specific and general licenses. In the light of all these 

numerous and heavy financial taxes, levies and dues, the Brass man was 

worst affected. These payments were very strangulating and in order to 

get out of the financial burden and to be afloat in business some of the 

Brass men resorted to smuggling, but when these smugglers were caught, 

they were subjected to all formsof inhuman treatment or even killed, their 

canoes and goods often confiscated bythe company. 

 

This intolerable situation persisted until Fredrick William Koko ascended 

the throne in 1889. Due to the impoverish economic situation, the Nembe 

people under the leadership of king Koko decided to wage war on the 

Company and perish by their guns or stay at home and eat mud. 

Subsequently on the 29th of January, 1895, King Koko led the Nembe war 

boats comprising of Ogbolomabiri, Bassambiri, Okpoamaand Twon to 
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launch an attack on the company’s headquarters at Akassa. Earlier, King 

Koko had sent for appeal to solicit the support of the neighbouring city - 

states of Kalabari and Bonny. Unfortunately, the letters arrived their 

destinations after the completion of the attack. 

 

The following war canoes were involved in the attack at the RNC’s 

headquarters in Akassa. 

From Ogbolomabiri 

1. Koko 

2. Chief Joseph Alagoa (Amani House) 

3. Edmund Natebo(Amani House)  

4. Daniel Opuene (Omo House) 

5. Thomas Ockiya (Ockiya House) 

6. Nathaniel Handstone Yekorogha 

7. John Igofiemo 

8. Abrakassa Brick Igbeta (Igbeta House) 

9. Moses Ananagha (Berena House) 

10. Gam Dede 

11. Koko (Oruwari House) 

12. Dogu (Yemainain House) 

13. Inegite (Ogbari House) 

14. Ojoko (Amangi House) 

 

From Bassambiri 

1. Christopher Iwowari 

2. Felix Smoke Amabibi (Pegi House) 

3. Youpele Ebifate 

4. Stephen Iboromo (Duguruyai House) 

5. Kari (Kalabo House) 

6. Muna (Elemah House) 

7. Egbelu (Ogbu House) 

8. David Kierema (Tamuno/Ogbodo House) 
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9. Danle Kalango (Epemu House) 

10. Joseph Enenimieyu (Eremieyu) 

11. Bokolo (Bugo House) 

 

From Okpoama (Fish Town) 

1. King Obu 

2. Chief Iti 

3. Digi Boerigha (Pegiyai House from Ewoama (Little Fishtown) 

 

From Twon  

1. Chief Williams Sambo 

2. Uriah Cameroon 

3. Shidi 

Source: E.J. Alagoa-Beke You Mi, 1995 

 

Some other ijaw communities such as Kaiama, Sabagreia, Tombia and 

peremabiri lend their support by attacking the boats of the Niger 

Company after the raid. These communities suffered reprisals, as the 

Niger Company burnt and destroyed them. Some Akassa Communities in 

the Neighborhoods of the Company looted the company properties and 

was subsequently punished by the Company. 

 

A punitive expedition was sent against Nembe by the government of the 

Oil Rivers Protectorate under the command of Admiral Bedford in 

February 22, 1895. A large part of Nembe was destroyed. 

 

The Nembe fire power could not equal the superior fire power, 

organizational ingenuity, and the disciplined force of the protectorate. 

 

Nembe eventually lost the battle, with a lot of gallant Nembe men dying 

to defend their fatherland. The prosecutor of the Nembe-British war, King 
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Koko died at Etiema after the Akassa war and was brought to Nembe and 

accorded a hero’s burial 

 

The British officers and men who lost their lives in that war were buried at 

the European cemetery, otherwise known as imperial war graves at Twon-

Brass.  The African soldiers killed in the war were buried in mass graves 

at the beach close to the Atlantic Ocean. 

Consequently, the Nembe chiefs were required to pay a fine of five 

hundred and sixteen pounds, give up all their guns and war canoes and 

return the property taken from the company at Akassa. (Alagoa, E.J. 1995). 

Although not all the conditions were met, some war canoes, guns and 

some prisoners of war were returned to Akassa. 

 

As further reprisal and consequences of the war, peremabiri and Tombia 

in Ekpetiama communities were destroyed by the company. 

 

Implication of the Nembe – British War on Resource Control: Yesterday 

and Today: Matters Arising 

It is relevant to note that the Nembe-British war was fought basically for 

economic emancipation of the Ijaw people. The Nembe people and their 

allies put their lives on the line to defend their economy against external 

forces. Although the Nembe people lost the war due to poor planning, 

inferior military arrangement and the superiority of the British force, one 

thing remains clear, the Nembe man was not, is not and will not be 

cheated and/or chicken out in turbulent situation affecting their very 

existence. 

 

Besides, the economic forces that led to the Nembe-British war is still 

prevalent in contemporary times, though in different perspective and 

coloration. Yesterday it was Palm oil, today, it is crude oil, yesterday, it 

was Britain, and today is the Nigerian state in collaboration with the 

multi-nationals. King Koko waged an outright war on Britain. The Nembe 
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people today should adopt a jaw – Jaw approach and be more diplomatic 

to avoid a catastrophic slaughtering of the people by agents of the State. 

 

There was also a high level of solidarity among the Nembe people during 

the days of King Koko. Bassambiri, Okpoama and Twon rallied round 

Ogbolomabiri in oneness to prosecute the Akassa war. Can we find 50% of 

such solidarity of the Nembe people today? Your Answer is as good as 

mine. 

 

In the days of King Koko and especially during the peak of the economic 

crises, some people resorted to smuggling but their end was disastrous. 

Today, we face similar economic crises, and some people are in the act of 

pipeline vandalism and similar social vices. The Nembe people should be 

careful, not to fall victim to the long arm of the law of the Federal Republic 

of Nigeria (I say Nembe wa Tekule). 

 

King Koko was a Nationalist, a foremost agitator for resource control, an 

energetic and charismatic leader. He was a bridge-builder and consulted 

extensively on crucial issues affecting the Nembe people and beyond. He 

also extended his hand of fellowship to neighboring groups. Can we boast 

of a Nembe man of such attributes today? Do I hear you say yes?  

 

Today, activities of the multi-national companies have intensified in the 

Niger Delta environment, Nembe – Ijawland inclusive. Farmlands, 

waterways have becomes polluted and in extreme cases the environment 

decimated. The result is that cultivable lands and productive aquatic 

resources became limited and many communities had scrambled for the 

few productive land and water resources, and this has resulted in inter-

communal clashes, over farmland, fishing waters and even sites of oil 

installations. In the emerging crises some Communities have been wiped 

out of existence. 
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In a similar scenario, due to the intensification of explorative activities, the 

environment and the local economy is adversely affected. The decline of 

local economic activities and hence the redundancy of many youths 

polarized and caused cleavages within Communities. Different groups 

embarked in different strategies of resolving issues. These opinion 

differentials had in many cases pitched the Chiefs against their subjects, 

youths, etc. In some of these intra-communal crises the multi-national 

Companies have been “fingered” as the unseen force behind the scene 

manipulating the people against themselves a case of divide – and – rule 

syndrome that has become one of the viable strategies employed by oil 

companies as a way of preventing a united front against government and 

the oil companies. 

 

At this point, may I plead and employ the Nembe youths and the IYC in 

general to continue to respect and honor the elders and constituted 

authorities. The good book the bible says “honor your father and mother”. 

This is the first commandment with a promise that it may be well with 

you and that you live long on the earth”Ephesians 6:2-3. Again it is said 

that what an old man can see sitting down, a young man cannot see 

standing up. Equally,I pray our fathers, elders, traditional rulers,and 

government officials to carry the youths along. Ephesians 6:4 says 

“Fathers, do not provoke your children to anger but bring them up in the 

discipline and instruction of the Lord? 

 

The economic factor has been the main cause of restiveness in the Niger 

Delta from the imperial period to date. Therefore the problem of resource 

control and derivation should be properly addressed with a view of 

ending the problem in the region. As an appendage to the economic 

solution the following laws should be repealed, i.e. the Petroleum Act of 

1969, the Land Use Act of 1978, the Land (title) vesting decree of 1993, the 

National inland Waterways Decree of 1997, the Petroleum (Drilling and 

Production) Regulation of  1969, the Oil terminal Dues Act (Cap. 338 Laws 
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of the Federation, etc. These acts and decrees were similar to those that the 

imperialists enacted during the period of the scramble, partition, and 

forceful occupation of the Niger Delta. To repeal these acts/decrees will 

signal not only sincerity on the part of the Federal Government; but it will 

also open up a veritable and lasting peace “Road Map to tackling 

militancy and other vices in the Niger Delta.” 

 

The people lived and were sustained by the environment. The 

environment is being continually polluted and degraded. To reverse this 

trend the federal government and the multi-national oil companies 

operating in the area need to be more responsible and practical in solving 

the environmental problems emanating from their activities. As part of the 

environment solution, the government should act on the recommendation 

of the UN. Special Rapporteur’s report of the setting up of an independent 

environment audit of the Niger Delta. 

 

There should be provision of massive social and infrastructural amenities 

in the Niger Delta region particularly in this Nembe-Ijaw area. The federal 

government and the multi-national should partner in this direction. The 

creation of boards could exist only on the mandate to solve specific 

problems. 

 

Part of the youth’s restiveness is caused by idleness and redundancy 

among the youths occasioned by the environmental degradations. As a 

remedial measure agro-based jobs should be created for the youths of 

Nembe. This, if managed properly, will sway the youths from the present 

state of militarization, piracy and pipeline vandalisation. 

 

In the political front a true federal structure should be put in place. This 

will give the Nembe people of the Niger delta and indeed other ethnic 

nationalities in the country a sense of belonging, a strong voice in matters 
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concerning them and to take their histories, prospects and problems in 

their hand to tackle their peculiar problems. 

 

Finally, the Nembe people should go back massively to their traditional 

occupation of salt making, fishing, farming etc and not to rely hook-line 

and sinker on white-collar jobs. 

 

Conclusion 

The topic has been; Reminiscent of the Nembe-British war of 18958: 

Lesson for political emancipation and Resources control in the Niger 

Delta of Nigeria in the 21st Century. The discourse dwelt on, the 

economic crises, in Ijawland of 1895 and the leadership role exhibited by 

King Koko, Mingi VIII, Amayamabo of Nembe (1889 – 1898). King Koko 

was the first Ijaw man in this part of the Niger Delta to agitate and to fight 

against foreign economic oppressors. Although, he may have lost the 

battles, but in the long run, the Ijaws got economic reprieve, as Sir John 

Kirks report and other developments in Nigeria and in Britain led to the 

abrogation of the charter of the Royal Niger Company and the subsequent 

establishment of the protectorate of Southern and Northern Nigeria in 

1900. 
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